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Questions Answers
This outbreak situation make most of global market closed down. How your bank
make make money pak Tomi?

We are not solely relying on global market, being a full franchise commercial bank, our
businesses ranges from corporate to SME, mass market, to retail, digital and of course
pension.

I'd like to know more on the protocol when an employee is confirmed infected by
COVID19. What will be the protocol?

We have developed such protocol taking into account procedures as suggested by the
relevant government bodies in the case of a confirmed positive, and adhering to our
health, safety and environment principles.

Question for Pak Pratomo; how is your sales teams do so far with the current situation ?
in the regular situation, sales person work most of the time outside the office, but now
the case is so much different for them where they cannot do canvassing

We have been in the journey of different way of working, so this incident further push
the organization to find and practice the many different channels to reach our
customers, one of which is via digital channel.

Pak Tomi, in the examples you mentioned that each leaders can arrange themselves
how to implement WFH based on their needs, nature of operation.. How do you see if
in an organization having different method like some full WFH, some are partial

We are prioritizing on the higher priorities including employees health and business
continuity. There are also many different roles across the organization with different
way of working. We embrace inclusivity, and inclusive practice gives all employees the
opportunity to learn, be supported, be challenged, regardless of variability.

What is the right treatment for the job that not possible to follow WFH Policy (e.g
receptionist, account payable, building technician in HO). They will stay at home to do
nothing, how we can empower them to have productive day?

the BCP approach is splitting operation into 3: the regular premises, BCP sites, and as
much as possible WFH. There are support provided to those 3 different groups in terms
of infrastructure and resources so everyone is being empowered to be productive still.

How a about the operational (administrator) position, how you manage their task? Same as above. We provide the required infrastructure and resources so that
operational roles can still be empowered to remain productive.

Can we guarantee that outputs from employee is genuinely done by the one we
assigned the task?

It is more to the values of trust and empowerment to our talents, so that their
outcomes and/or deliverables are recognized by the organization.

Should employer prepared extra compensation for employee. Work from home should be considered as a benefit and not a hardship hence
employers don’t need to compensate more. However there could be certain roles
where the individuals are on high or full variable compensation like commissions or
incentives and for those roles, companies should look at how they compensate
employees who are not able to go out and do the sales.
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what kind of roles that are still obliged to come to the office? Do you provide extra
incentives or something else?

The Kind of roles required to come to office is dependent on which roles can’t be done
from home for example use of a certain software, requirement of a specific machine to
do that role etc. etc. and would vary across industries and companies. In certain
countries there are govt. regulations as well on allowing only certain roles requiring
travelling to office only. Working from office is part of a an employee’s normal work
arrangement so you don’t provide extra incentives for that however if there are
difficulties to travel to office for example because the public transport is closed etc.
then companies should make sure that they either compensate employees for travel
costs incurred or help employees commute from their homes to offices.

for company who still new to remote/flexible working system, how long the
company/employee can adapt to the new ways of working?what is the factor that can
support or accelerate it?

There is no fixed time on how much time companies require to adapt. It all depends on
how you have implemented the Work from home practices and how fats employees
have adapted to them as well. Our webinar covered what are some of the best
practices and how companies can be successful to adapt Work from home so
following those guidelines or approach may be helpful for companies trying to
implement WFH.

For the WFH arrangement, since there is additional cost to connect with internet, is it
common to give some kind of telecommunication subsidy for this ?

Yes, companies which require faster internet connections or if there are lots of data
download required then its normal to subsidize for Internet connections.

will there be trend for company to deduct salary or any allowances due to this WFH
arrangement due to Covid 19 outbreak ?

WFH arrangement is not linked to deducting salaries or allowances. It’s a way for
companies to continue business. There could be other factors like company
performance or losses due to covid19 situation which would make companies consider
how they manage their salary and payroll costs.

maybe some questions regarding compensation due to this, are there any company
who have freeze salary, deduct salary or allowance due to economical impact?

We are running a separate pulse survey globally on Salary impacts and actions
companies are taking and would urge you to participate in the same to get results.

how to monitor/differentiate WFH setting and personal leave setting in continuous
WFH?

WFH would be based on trust between employees and employers and companies will
need to start measuring employees on output rather than how many hours are they
working and how to track it. Different companies are also following different practices
like morning and evening check ins via con calls. Regular work progress and updates
being shared by employees to their managers, peer review etc. to differentiate
between individuals are actually working when they are home rather than taking time
off or leave.




